
Do your research

Ask the right questions

See the cost breakdowns

Have YOUR AGENT review

costs/options

Make the choice that is right

for YOU

C H O O S I N G  T H E  R I G H T  L E N D E R  

START WITH RESEARCH
Compile your list of recommended lenders

Google lenders in your area

Ask for recommendations on social media

groups

Ask family and friends who they have

successfully used

Ask Sam for a list that past clients have

successfully used and are trusted

How do you start your search?

ONCE YOU HAVE YOUR LIST START MAKING
CALLS - 
DETERMINE INTEREST RATES
Competition drives success

A question that should be asked right away is:

"What is the best interest rate you are giving

for my loan type right now?" Be sure to ask

April what the current "going rate" is so you

have something to measure the rate by. Some

lenders will ask if they can pull your credit

in order to pinpoint a good rate. Be sure you

ask, "Is it going to be a soft pull that does

not affect my credit?" 

IF THE RATE SEEMS TO GOOD TO BE TRUE BE WARY•

RUN THE COST SHEET PAST APRIL TO CHECK FOR

HIDDEN FEES

THE BIG ONE-
WHAT IS THIS GOING TO COST ME?
Not all lenders are created equal

As with every step in this process your

finances have to come first. All lenders charge

for their services differently. Some lenders

will call their fees "ORIGINATION FEES". Be  sure

to ask what their origination charge is. IF they

say they don't charge one ask "Are your

services free or are your charges called

something different". Listen for hidden fees,

surprise fees. Always ask, "What fees do you

charge me?"

ALWAY ASK FOR A COST SHEET AND SEND IT TO

APRIL FOR REVIEW

I will help you break it down and make sure

you aren't being taken for a ride, so to speak. 

YOU MAY BE LOOKING FOR HOUSES ON
EVENINGS/WEEKENDS
Your lender needs to be accessible

Let's face it, real estate hours do not fit in a

perfect box. It can be long hours, lots of

evenings, weekends and strange hours. When we

find your house on a Sunday afternoon and we

need your lender to confirm costs, we can't

always wait till 9am on Monday. Many lenders

are available when YOU need them. Always ask,

"Do you work evenings and weekends?"

UNDERWRITERS. THEY DRIVE US CRAZY BUT
THEY ARE IMPORTANT
Underwriters fact check everything 

Underwriters will drive you crazy, it is just

part of the process. Everything you turn in

will be fact checked and checked twice. Having

underwriting in the state of Nebraska, or even

in the same office as your lender makes a

world of difference when push comes to shove.

Always ask, "Where are your underwriters

located."

The Bottom Line


